
How It Created?

The history of chess goes far back in the past. Strategical games played on a squared board in the 6 th

century a.d, have been discovered in eastern countries, as well as in Persia, India and China.

From north India, it quickly expanded to Persia and after the conquest of the territory by the Arabs,
around the 7th century a.d, it reached the Arab world. Chess flourished in the Golden Age of Islam,
between the 8th and 11th century.  The Arabs have been great mathematicians and the geometrical
nature of chess matched their scientific interests in a great degree. In the beginning of the second
millennium it expanded in Europe through various trade roads as well as through the invasion of the
Mauritanians in Spain. The Vikings also promoted the game even further to the west and it became
known to the upper classes that had the time and the education needed to develop it.
In most of the European languages the name of chess derives from the Persian word Shah – which
means king.

The most dominant legend is the one of a Maharaja and a Indian wise man named Brahman Sisa.
One time that the Maharaja suffered from boredom, he summoned all his court in order to find him a
game that would intrigue him, require agility, good judgment and above all, a game that would be
fun. Sisa, grasping the opportunity, created chess.

When he presented it to the Maharaja, he was so excited that he asked him to choose his own prize.
Sisa didn't ask for money or valuable stones, but a seemingly worthless prize, one that would fit a
wise man's stature who values the spirit more than material gains.

So he asked to be given an equal number of wheat grains with the 64 squares of the chess boards
with the requirement that they would be placed as such: 1 grain on the first square, 2 grains on the
second square, 4 grains on the third square, doubling them every time until the very last square of the
board. The Maharaja found the prize to be fair and he approved the request. He then sent the treasure
keeper to calculate the grains...

The wise Sisa however, had asked for the number of the grains to be increased on a geometrical
progress and as a result,  the result  number was enormous (18,446,744,073,709,551,615) and his
requirements were obviously impossible to be met! In order to produce that amount of wheat, one
would have to sow all the terrestrial areas of the earth 76 times!!

The Maharaja was truly impressed. He admired the wisdom, the creativity and intelligence of Sisa
by offering  him enough riches  to  live  comfortably  the  rest  of  his  life  while  keeping  him as  a
consultant for the difficult times.
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